Process Intelligence

Get actionable insights that help you immediately start saving and earning more. Extract
the knowledge waiting within IT systems to make your business the best it can be.

Boost revenues
and savings through
process analysis.

www.minit.io

Create value by improving and
redesigning business processes.
Analyze millions of activities that are
taking place in your business within
seconds. See how people, machines,
and software interact. Understand
what happened, why, and what’s
going to follow in the future. Prevent
inefficiencies, get rid of process steps
that are taking up time, maximize
team productivity, see immediate cost
savings and revenue growth.

Who’s it for

Industries
No matter the industry you work in, or the size of your company, all businesses share
one common goal — the desire to be a top performer. We can help with that.

Banks & Finance
Supercharge advisor productivity - analyze
end-to-end sales engagement and discover new
cross-sell and up-sell opportunities. Uncover risks
and exposures in real-time and optimize fraud
management.

Healthcare
Discover vulnerabilities and cost drivers across the
entire hospital management system. Streamline care
coordination with smarter patient management, so
patients and hospital staff can focus on what matters,
treatment, and recovery.

Retail
Maximize revenue by effectively managing your
inventory, purchasing, and employees. Drive
customer loyalty by innovating around every step
of the shopper journey to provide the best possible
customer experience.

Manufacturing
Minit brings maximum efficiency to your order,
production, and distribution processes. Quickly react
to fluctuations in demand, track your productivity
and use of materials. Your products will always be on
time, in the right quality and quantity.

High Tech & IT
In a competitive field requiring constant innovation,
provide complete transparency across the entire
design, engineering, testing, and fabrication process,
significantly reducing risk in the end-to-end process.

Telecommunications
Consumers are expecting more from their providers
while trusting them less. Regain their confidence
with a customer experience that wows. Shorten
your innovation cycles, improve on-time payment,
and accelerate your Go-To-Market.

Transport & Logistics
Achieve maximum efficiency in your logistics, sales,
service and other processes. Streamline your logistics
network and optimize throughput ties, warehousing
and delivery.

Energy & Hydro
Optimize your infrastructure and continuously
oversee all maintenance processes. Identify
and eliminate inefficiencies and quickly react to
changing regulatory requirements and monitor their
implementation.

Public Sector
Support the needs of today’s connected citizens.
Identify vulnerabilities and inefficiencies in your
large scale complex processes. Inspect established
processes to uncover potential for savings of time
and money.

Improve & Optimize

Every Process
Minit helps you achieve operational excellence in your company. Boost productivity
from sales to support, and achieve customer satisfaction.

PROCUREMENT

DISTRIBUTION

SUPPLY CHAIN

Optimize procurement
process from the creation
of a purchase order to the
payment of an invoice.

Speed up your distribution,
minimize throughput
times between delivery
and invoicing.

Improve how your supply
chain operates in real-time
from order entry to cargo
delivery.

LOGISTICS

MANUFACTURING

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Boost efficiency of your
logistics network, eliminate
delays.

Uncover manufacturing
inefficiencies, ensure
contracts are being
produced on time.

Eliminate inefficiencies in
this high volume process
running through many
systems and departments.

UTILITIES

MASTER
DATA MANAGEMENT

IT SERVICE
MANAGEMENT
Improve solution times,
accelerate and optimize
First Level Support and
more.

Find more answers here:
www.minit.io

Achieve transparency
and higher efficiency in
complex service processes.

Control this core process
spanning different
departments, factories and
organizational units.

Why Minit

Success Stories
Stay ahead of your competition with cutting edge process mining technology.
Proven to drive efficiency and growth, Minit both helps you increase revenues
and decrease costs.

-90%

+60%
higher productivity

reduced time
to analysis

+50%
improved student
engagement

“Important
innovation in process
consulting business.
Within seconds,
Minit automatically
analyses processes in
detail impossible
to achieve manually
by consultants.”

“At first we were
quite skeptical;
after all, we’ve been
running efficient
automated processes
for years. Analysis
with Minit uncovered
several optimization
opportunities, which
led to 60% increase in
productivity. We are
now able to process
orders and invoices for
two more country HQs
without adding more
staff.”

“We used Minit to
compare learning
habits of A & B grade
students to E-graders.
This analysis led to
the creation of best
practice guide which
resulted in higher
student engagement.”

Dušan Hečko
Director, Financial Services

Michal Bugar
CTO

Branislav Zlocha
Director Marketing & Development

What’s the Difference

Advantages

ACCURATE PICTURE

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

Shows you processes as they really
happen, based on objective data.

Identifies problematic areas and
shows you where to start saving
and earning.

FAST RESULTS

UNIVERSAL SOLUTION

Manual process analysis takes
months to complete, Minit takes
just seconds.

COST EFFECTIVE
Helps you create targeted solutions
that save time and money.

Process analysis with Minit works
for every industry, every company,
every process.

DETAILED FINDINGS

Analyses processes in detail
impossible for consultants to
achieve manually.

Extracting Knowledge

How it Works
Minit turns company data into value by combining ideas of process modeling and analysis
on the one hand and data mining on the other.

01

Data Collection
Everything is logged. The data needed for analysis of your business processes is already
waiting. It’s in the systems daily used in running your company - ERP, CRM, Service
Management, BPM, LOB, Call Centers, and more. Minit connects to these systems and
extracts information. If a process spans across several different systems, event logs from
these are combined to create a complete picture of your process.

02

Process Synthesis
Minit’s process mining algorithms combine events, analyze their chronological order,
correlations, frequency, and performance. They reduce the complexity of the data and
categorize it in a way that makes it possible to deduce all relevant information. All of this
happens within seconds. Even data logs containing billions of events are processed on the
fly, with minimal hardware requirements.

03

Process Analysis
Minit visualizes each process as an interactive map containing all relevant information
down to single case level. Minit highlights exactly where problems in the process occur,
and helps you find connections, causes, and solutions.

Find more answers here:
www.minit.io

Old vs. New

Old vs. New

Minit Difference

Avg. Costs

Avg. Costs

€120.000
84 days

€30.000
21 days

Bypass time and resource consuming interviews. Avoid issues of subjectivity and exception
related problems that occur when you rely on traditional process consulting methods.

Old Long Path

Process Consulting
PREPARATION
PHASE
Choosing
the Process

What are
the project goals?

ANALYSIS
PHASE

Not needed
with Minit
Process
Understanding

PROCESS
MODEL
DESCRIPTION

Modeling & Refinement

Interviews & Workshops
What is the process flow?
What are its rules?
What are the exceptions?
And much more.

Consultants create a process
model based on collected info.
Clarification interviews about
issues and contradictions etc.

Review

Remodel

Reviewing process model
with Process Owner and
Stakeholders. Collecting
additional questions.

Process Intelligence

Choosing
the Process

What are
the project goals?

ANALYSIS
PHASE
Data
Extraction

Consultant
and IT prepare
data from
internal systems.

Consultants answer
questions about
the process and
suggest improvements.

Savings
with

PREPARATION
PHASE
Data
Preparing

Consolidating
data into
a single log.

Interactive Analytics
& Refinement

Minit creates the as-is
model. Consultants discuss
with process owners and
stakeholders and suggest
improvements.

RESULTS

Not needed
with Minit
Accept

Analysis done.

Test & Repeat

Model can be incorrect
Exceptions can be found
after BPM implementation
Another round of Questions
& Answers and more.

New Short Path

RESULTS

Accept

Analysis
done.

Monitor and
Continuously Improve

BPM is based on accurate
data. Exceptions were
handled in analytics phase.

Interviews
Old style Q&A. Potential
issues of subjectivity,
limitation of view and
exception related problems.
Interactive Discussions
Interactive discussions.
Analysts are working
with the reality-based
process model.
IT Department
Involved
Not needed with Minit
Part of process consulting

Product Overview

Features

Minit was designed to fit perfectly into the workflow of professionals. With fastest process
mining algorithms and streamlined user experience, it allows you to focus on the job
at hand rather than the tool.
Process analysis
Automated “as-is” process discovery and process mapping
Process analysis or Social network analysis
Performance analysis or Frequency analysis
Process metrics and statistics for in-depth analysis
Process variants with detailed flow visualization
Rich data detail for process activities and paths
Advanced filtering options and criteria combinations
Process compare for different views, filtered by various criteria
Animate any process map or social map

Application
Ultra-fast operations on Big Data
Robust connectivity options to data sources
Various BI tools integration
Touch-friendly user interface
Advanced security options and user management
Multi-user/Multi-project collaborative environment

Deployment Scenarios
Standalone
On Premises
In the Cloud
and more...

Robust Connectivity

Data Sources
Minit was built to handle analysis of Big Data for Fortune 500 corporations, with ease. It
connects to the source and automatically retrieves relevant event data for process analysis.
Data from different systems can be combined for an end-to-end analysis of the business
process.

and more...

Process Analysis Reinvented

www.minit.io
sales@minit.io

